
AN INTERIM FINANCE DIRECTOR 
MITIGATES A ‘TRIPLE-WHAMMY’ 
SCENARIO FOR BELRON  

Meller is support services director of the €3.3 
billion vehicle glass repair and replacement 
business, with responsibility for finance, legal, 
and human resources.  

“We were in this very tricky situation where 
we had a leaderless, 40-strong finance team 
in our French subsidiary, Carglass. To put 
this in context, it’s the second largest of the 
34 countries we operate in. That was a big-
enough problem in itself. But it also coincided 
with the decision of our majority shareholder 
to sell a 40 percent share of the Group. On top 
of this, we’d recently bought a strategically 
important new service business in the country 
as we are trying to extend our services into 
new sectors. The timing of these three events 
couldn’t have been much worse,” says Meller.

The situation clearly demanded a fast solution. 
Meller knew from experience that an interim 
finance director would give Carglass the 
temporary resource it needed. Hiring an 
interim would also allow recruitment for the 
permanent role to continue without undue 
urgency to ensure not just the right calibre but 
also the vital ‘perfect fit’. 

In contrast to these difficulties, the decision 
to brief Nick Diprose of Holdsway was easy, 
Meller explains.

“I’ve known Nick for about twenty years and 
have used him regularly over that timeframe. 
He’s just so good, in terms of listening to 
what you want, assessing the situation, 
understanding the kind of resource you need 
and then finding exactly the right person. 
There was no question about who I should call 
first.” 

Belron wanted a French national for this 
Paris-based FD role, which meant Holdsway 
briefed MPI, its international network partner 
in France.  But Belron also sought someone 
with international experience, who could 
successfully navigate the sometimes-thorny 
path between French and Anglo-Saxon 
business cultures. 

Within two weeks Meller and his country 
general manager had interviewed three 
potential interim FDs, two of them Paris locals 
sourced via Holdsway partner MPI. But their 
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The departure of a key executive often leaves a hole in an organisation and can take many 
months to fill. If it coincides with two strategically-important corporate events the problem  
is magnified. This was the ‘triple-whammy’ situation Belron’s Dave Meller found himself in  
mid-way through 2017. 



final choice turned out to be Jean-Louis Eude, 
a first-time interim based in London.

Eude’s international finance career includes 
stints at Apple, Nokia and Microsoft. Until 
May 2017 he was regional finance director 
for Alliance Healthcare, a division of the $118 
billion revenue megalith Walgreens Boots 
Alliance. Hiring Eude between June and 
December 2017 brought a very welcome  
safe pair of hands to Belron’s French  
business, says Meller. 

“Jean-Louis quickly built trusting relationships 
locally and at HQ level. He also brought clear 
and confident leadership to the day-to-day 
finance operations. That aside, we had to 
finish integrating the acquired firm, work 
towards our financial year-end and manage 
multiple demands from potential investors 
during the share sale and eventual transfer. 

“It really was an exceptionally busy period. 
Jean-Louis was a great asset to me and the 
local executive team during a very testing few 
months.”

In January 2018, Eude swapped roles with a 
corporate finance colleague from Belron HQ 
in Egham, Surrey, a welcome change after 
seven months of weekly Eurostar commutes 
to Paris. 

As interim head of the group corporate finance 
team, he’s now supporting Meller during a 
period of significant change brought on by 
the new ownership structure. This includes 
introducing new performance management 
processes and designing and running a new 
budget. He’s also acting as regional finance 

director for Spain, Portugal, Switzerland, 
Greece, Turkey, Austria and Hungary.

Asked to sum-up Eude’s contribution to both 
roles at Belron, Meller says:

“Stability is the first word I’d associate with 
Jean-Louis. He brought this really strong 
level of solidity and a sense of great calmness 
under considerable pressure. We had a lot of 
plates spinning during his time in Paris and 
Jean-Louis made sure none of them came 
crashing to the ground.” 

These two, Holdsway-brokered assignments 
have given a first-time interim a flying, seat-
of-the-pants start and the perfect platform to 
continue building his new professional life as 
a senior interim finance executive. For Belron, 
they’re a further demonstration of the value 
high-calibre interim executives bring during 
periods of exceptional change and transition. 

BELRON KEY FACTS

•    A global franchise business, with origins 
dating back to 1897 in South Africa

•    Is the sole global operator in the vehicle 
glass repair and replacement market

•    Does business in 34 countries and five 
continents 

•    Owns 16 brands including Autoglass (UK) 
and Carglass (France)

•    Served 16.5 million customers in 2017  

For more information about interim management please visit www.holdsway.co.uk,  
or contact Nick Diprose • Tel: +44(0)20 3053 4438 • Email: nick.diprose@holdsway.co.uk

USING INTERIMS - DAVE MELLER’S 
TOP 5 TIPS

•    Act early; don’t dither, thinking you’ll 
be able to somehow muddle through. 
There’s huge peace of mind in bringing 
in an interim

•    Identify a specialist interim agency that 
will invest time in getting to know you 
and your business

•    Spend time with them to facilitate this

•    Prepare a really clear brief

•    Have a crystal-clear mandate for the 
interim: what are the success criteria? 
How will you know they’ve done a great 
job at the end of the period in question?

Jean-Louis Eude


